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How to control my training design budgets?

The cloud? What’s in it for me?

At e-doceo, we believe that to enhance your business, it is essential to offer your teams technological solutions to increase their knowledge, often untapped.

We are here to help you train your employees closer to their needs and to your performance goals. In short, to create value, you can rely on the e-doceo software. Our technology solutions have proven themselves and know how to renew, adapt and even anticipate your needs.

e-doceo is the assurance to be able to create and manage your educational material in a powerful, efficient, and easy way and to optimize your training budgets.
Cleverly organize your blended learning training resources

The management features for learning materials of the LCMS (Learning Content Management System) e-doceo content manager facilitate the storage, organization and sharing of all your on-site training documents (PowerPoint presentations, Word documents, lesson plans, etc.) and e-learning (learning units, rapid learning training modules, tutorials, etc.).

Secure your data with the cloud

In partnership with IBM, e-doceo ensures a high level of reliability. Your training materials stored in the e-doceo cloud benefit from maximum security (standard IBM Tivoli ISO27001). All your training teams’ work resources are saved in real time. Data loss no longer exists!

Review, annotate and pool your training materials

Through versioning, your employees are sure to use the right version of a document and can trace the history of its creation.

Through the annotation system, each player of the project can take part in the development of an educational resource directly online and in a synchronized way with the other members of the team. Employees can be informed of any new modifications carried out by each other. The management and production of your resources become collaborative.

Reuse your learning objects

e-doceo content manager integrates powerful features for learning objects “reuse”: each resource produced by an employee is tagged and reusable by all. The integrated search engine allows you to instantly find an existing multimedia element for reuse. The Update of a learning object is taken into account for all previously produced courseware where the latter is embedded.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ Secure your learning materials and avoid data loss.
+ By reusing your media, you make savings.
+ With the collaborative management of your resources, your training department improves its reactivity, quality and productivity.

Our business requires from us a very high IT security level. The e-doceo cloud solutions met all our requirements.

Emmanuelle VERSCHELDE
Head of e-learning
AREVA
Maximize the impact of your on-site training

With e-doceo content manager, you optimize your on-site trainings, strengthen educational effectiveness, and guarantee the success of your national and international deployments.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ With a user-friendly tool, you standardize the training kits of your company for massive and seamless deployments.

+ Homogenize the educational speech of your trainers and facilitate the handling of training materials.

+ By integrating multimedia into your on-site trainings, you optimize their impact on learners.

Create lesson plans

With e-doceo content manager, your training department designs computer-structured lesson plans incorporating transmissive modes (PowerPoint presentation, video, etc.) and interactive modes (group facilitation, educational game, case study, etc.).

Whatever their type is, all documents associated with these lesson plans are integrated into a single file that each trainer uses as unique material.

Design educational guides

The educational guide is a document which gives trainers all the necessary indications for the proper conduct of their interventions. Published to all training teams in your company, including international ones, it ensures large-scale deployment of consistent on-site training.

Organize educational games

Your speakers benefit from a wide variety of educational games to boost the facilitation of their training. At each stage of a training session, they have a wide range of adapted educational activities (icebreaker, interactive games, assessments, etc.). By screening them via a projector, they facilitate training groups and conferences truly made alive.

Beyond qualitative benefits brought by e-doceo content manager, the educational interactivity offered by the solution increases the rate of learners’ satisfaction.

Features inherited from the power of e-doceo course scroller
Create rapid learning contents

Design your trainings in a few clicks

Rapid learning features of e-doceo content manager offer courseware authors the ability to produce quality distance training in a very short time.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ With an easy software to get started with, your teams can quickly produce their first modules.
+ Reuse and convert your training department existing PowerPoint presentations into e-learning resources.
+ Equip yourself with a tool that meets the reactivity required by your business area and publish trainings in line with your current events.

With TvLearn®, discover a new way to train

With TvLearn® technology, your trainers expand their PowerPoint presentation while commenting it; e-doceo content manager converts it to web format automatically adding comments and webcam video. In addition, the content of the video is tagged for easy navigation by keywords.

Create interactive tutorials

With the screen film feature, your courseware authors capture the actions they perform on their computer screen and quickly create interactive tutorials. Movements of the mouse pointer are saved, authors add exercises, voice overs and simulations.

Convert your PowerPoint slideshows into distance training

Enjoy the performance of the PowerPoint converter to convert in few minutes your presentations into real e-learning resources (Flash or video).

Deliver training in video

All your productions are exportable as a video to web format and mpeg4 for wide publishing on PC or mobile.

You wish to customize your learning environments?

e-doceo offers an add-on software for designing graphical user interfaces in line with your image.

Example of rapid learning content achieved within few minutes via the TvLearn® feature.

With the "editing table" designers modify and synchronize audio and video media.

With the e-doceo solution, we have increased the completion rate of our training on our outlets: a real benefit for our distribution network.

Nathalie GROSSET
Training & marketing project manager
DR PIERRE RICAUD
Create scenario-based e-learning contents

Rely on simple and powerful e-learning design features

The e-doceo content manager features for scenario-based e-learning contents design facilitate the design of distance training and multi-media publishing. Your learners benefit from dynamic learning content including active discovery transmissive phases and interactive exercises.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ Your teams are 100% independent to produce professional e-learning content.
+ More interactive, your distance training is more appealing and record exceptional completion rates.
+ Your training is exported in Flash or HTML5 and therefore compatible with all types of devices: PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet, etc. They also comply with SCORM and AICC standards.

All the tools to publish your educational content

Engage your learners and enhance your distance learning with more than 45 activities to meet your educational expectations (documents consulting and discovery through action, entering alphanumeric answers, selecting or shifting items, assessment, etc.), as far as the possibility to create real serious games.

A solution that adapts to the profiles of your employees

The different design modes ensure your teams, whether they are novice or advanced users a comfortable and customized grip according to individual skills: the project manager configures the rights of use according to business profiles.

Animate your content

With over 5000 royalty free media included, your employees have access to the necessary resources to enhance their e-trainings: sound, photos, videos, sets, characters, mascots, pictograms, etc. They also benefit from features to easily create media-rich animations with tween movement features to make characters move or for text appearances.

Manage multilingual projects of international scope

e-doceo content manager facilitates training localization. In one click courseware authors export a file intended for translators. Then just as easily integrate the file again so that every word of the module is translated.

Features inherited from the power of elearning maker

The templates allow faster production starting from models of thought through and media-rich scenarios.

Even your novice teams design media-rich animations with professional rendering.
Rely on a solution specialized in the management of courseware authors teams and mass production

The e-doceo content manager solution includes powerful features of teams administration dedicated to the production of training: you will manage and direct each stakeholder involved in your educational projects.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ Perfect to industrialize your training production, the LCMS allows you to fully manage all the stakeholders of your projects (internal resources and external providers).

+ Control the cost of each project, checking the consistency between the intended budget and the budget actually spent.

+ Conduct and organize the work of your employees to increase productivity.

Simplify the management of international projects

Project management features of e-doceo content manager are 100% cloud. Each player, wherever located around the world, connects remotely to the platform to access the required resources hosted online. At any moment they can perform the tasks they were assigned: the perfect solution for international multilingual projects.

Industrialize the production of your training

Enter the age of industrialization and mass production of training modules! Within the solution, you lead all stakeholders in your projects (internal and external) by configuring their access rights and tasks. Your team has become independent and benefits from effective means for collaborative work.

Optimize your production budgets

e-doceo content manager provides quantitative data thanks to which the budgets spent are viewed (working time, service providers, etc.) and benefit from indicators that will help measure the ROI of your training. You are in control to optimize your content production, and perform efficient and profitable industrialization.

Reliable, efficient and easy to use, the e-doceo software and platform solution made us more productive.

Barbara AUDRERIE
Training design officer
BASF COATINGS
How to train and monitor the learning curves of thousands of learners?

With SaaS mode, I only pay what I use: is that right?

At e-doceo, we know that the issue of training is not only about effective design of appealing content, but also about the quality of the publishing of educational contents for learners on desktops or mobile devices.

We know that the dissemination of knowledge acquires its value only when it can be monitored, measured and assessed.

We know that every company is unique, and only a flexible and powerful solution allows to meet the requirements of each.

Choosing e-doceo is to have a powerful learning content publishing and learners’ monitoring solution which price adjusts to the number of trained employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Learning on catalog</th>
<th>Learning &amp; coaching</th>
<th>Learning full</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deliver training courses</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer off-the-shelf content</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct virtual classrooms</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deliver training courses

Choose efficiency to manage and publish your training

e-doceo learning manager is a training platform (Learning Management System) accessible to all. In a friendly environment, the trainer can monitor the learners’ progress and implement tutoring actions.

As a first step towards e-learning or to train thousands of learners, e-doceo learning manager meets your expectations.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ Facilitate the deployment of your trainings on PC or mobile devices.
+ Equip your HR department with a powerful reporting tool for enterprise knowledge.
+ The price of the tool adjusts according to the number of your trained employees.

Structure your training

The LMS e-doceo learning manager enables to organize blended learning trainings mixing on-site actions, e-learning and virtual classrooms. Your trainers easily design training courses incorporating any type of SCORM/AICC standardized (e-learning modules, virtual classes, etc.) or non-standardized (PowerPoint, PDF, videos, etc.) resources.

The setting up of a distance learning system across several countries went smoothly thanks to the experience of e-doceo in international deployment.

Betty PETRIC
Communication manager
URGO MEDICAL
Monitor your learners with a powerful analysis tool

By maximizing the use of IT standards for training, the LMS stores the actions of the learner and offers rich educational information (time spent per learning unit, number of logins, date of last login, progress status).

Educational and administrative reporting is done in a few clicks and allows your training department to implement quality educational monitoring. The platform offers powerful features that simplify the management of large volumes of learners and tutoring actions.

e-doceo learning manager also provides you with solutions to optimize recruitment tests, surveys or satisfaction surveys.

Manage your people skills

e-doceo learning manager is a powerful solution that is easily embedded to the HRIS of your business. This provides you with the best technology to accurately follow the evolution of your human resources.

Set up certification programs to validate skills improvement on specific issues of your internal or external teams (distribution network, agency work, etc.). Thus you will bring consistency in knowledge across the entire value chain of the company.

Enter the 2.0 training

e-doceo learning manager incorporates social learning features to promote learning communities. FroggyLearn® microblogging technology makes a unique platform out of it.

Take advantage of different integrated community tools to develop informal learning: my wikis, my forums, my documents, my RSS feeds, my blogs, my network, etc.

Customize your LMS

The flexibility and scalability of the configuration of the solution enable the specifically required customization to meet your organizational needs without any IT development. The user-friendliness and the look-and-feel can also be adjusted to the image and the particularities of your company.

Computer Security

e-doceo learning manager offers a solution that meets the needs of data security for the most sensitive businesses (banking, security of territories, etc.). The solution is controlled by external and independent entities, specialized in code auditing and intrusion tests. The most demanding structures will benefit from hosting on the "IBM Smart Cloud" compliant with the ISO27001 standard.
Offer  
off-the-shelf content

Boost the visibility of your training catalog

With e-doceo learning manager, benefit from a comprehensive website to showcase your business or training service. With a real ease-of-use, this tool allows you to entirely build the showcase of your training offering.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ Benefit from one website to showcase your business and your training catalog.
+ The update of all the contents of the site is carried out as simply as with an office software.
+ Benefit from one solution combining a website and an LMS: a unique technology that facilitates maintenance.

Provide a showcase for your LMS

With e-doceo learning manager, optimize the visibility of your training offering thanks to a customized online showcase. It is the perfect solution to market or offer within your company a training catalog.

Designed for small and large structures, this portal allows you to manage your catalog from A to Z: information publishing for each training, registration management, regulation management (workflow validation, pre-registration, online payments, information request, etc.), information on trainers, editable web pages, etc.

LMS and training catalog: the right combination

By enabling the training catalog of the LMS platform e-doceo learning manager, benefit from a comprehensive tool to publish and promote your training. Each user chooses a training program directly online, registers to it and completes it automatically.

Customize your training e-catalog

Your scalable showcase was designed to allow you to easily edit the pages that make up your site: you enter your text as you would in a text editor.

Optimized for SEO, you have in your hands an effective solution to peel away from your competitors.

With CSS, benefit from a fully customizable website.
Expand your training space!

Deliver your training in a virtual classroom via audio and video conferencing. Several virtual training environments are available and configurable to adapt to your audience.

GET THE MOST OF THE SOLUTION

+ Benefit from the main features of an on-site training (PowerPoint presentation, questions/answers, etc.) without the usual costs.
+ Learners are trained in a way as interactive as on-site learning.
+ Participants connect via a standard web browser without prior installation.

Choose simulated reality to provide your e-training

e-doceo learning manager integrates a powerful tool for virtual classroom to enhance your e-training path. In a few minutes, learners are immersed in distance learning as alive as in face to face with the same presentation elements: paperboard, visual pointer, etc.

Your trainers conduct virtual classes in "full duplex" (full interaction between participants) or "one to many" (one person speaks to the others).

Enjoy the videoconferencing integrated to a training path

The e-doceo learning manager virtual classroom is SCORM compliant and meets the standards of online training as an integral part of a comprehensive training path.

Learners have access within one location to all courses that make up their training path.

Structure multimedia lesson plans

Trainers arrange their lesson plans in the tool by determining the duration of each lesson section and by associating all relevant documents (photos, videos, office automation resources, etc.). Educational resources are then displayed on the learners’ computers during the intervention of the trainer. The latter also benefits from animation tools to boost the presentation: survey, screen sharing, document sharing, etc.
How to make my teams independant?

How to successfully integrate digital technology in my training path?

At e-doceo, we believe that every business, regardless of the level of technical and creative expertise or availability of its training managers can add value to the knowledge and know-how scattered among its teams.

We believe it is up to each individual to determine their level of autonomy in the design of training content.

This is why our consulting service is flexible depending on the needs and constraints of each: from hands-on training for complete autonomy of trainers up to the comprehensive management by our teams of educational content creation and production.

Choosing e-doceo is to ensure a customized follow-up, as close as possible to your needs, it is to provide oneself with the means to improve one’s skills, it is the guarantee, either outsourced or insourced of a responsive and qualified after-sales service.
To succeed in your project regardless of its internal resources, also means to know how to benefit from efficient consulting services

By choosing the e-doceo software solutions you access a range of customized services. Comprehensive steering or basic skill transfer?

Place the cursor on the level of consulting that matches your need. Our professional team supports you with every stage of your educational project.

GET THE MOST OF OUR CONSULTING SERVICE

+ Choose the ideal consulting approach according to the needs of your teams, within a range of à la carte services.
+ Your projects are carried out within optimized deadlines thanks to customized services according to a proven methodology.
+ From your customer area, you visualize in real time the progress of your projects.

Skill-transfer towards your teams

By combining training and follow-up by a dedicated project manager, you will ensure a fast and customized skills improvement for each of your training team members. You rely on experts in blended learning training daily involved in the success of learning actions in all types of sectors.

Implementation of our solution at the heart of your structure

Benefit from the professionalism of our team to integrate the e-doceo solution (LMS platform and LCMS) in your IS. We study together the organization of your teams and configure the application closest to your needs and your constraints. Depending on your configuration, we set up the necessary interfacing for an efficient communication between the different computer systems.

Media processing of your content

From a "self-service" portal dedicated to media units design (objects, mascots, voice over, etc.) to the full design of bespoke modules by instructional engineers with acknowledged know-how: make your training more appealing and optimize the completion rate of your learners.

Comprehensive steering

You wish to entrust us with the entire management of your training path? Our project managers put their know-how at the service of the success of your blended learning project, by taking over its entire management. From the registration of your learners to their training, to the reporting of results, through the publishing of your educational content or tutoring, we take part in each stage of your training path.

The expansion of REXEL France needs in terms of distance learning, combined with the quality of service offered by e-doceo have led our company to successfully develop this partnership.

Johan ROUSSEAX
HR project manager
REXEL